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Abstract: The existence of cracks has a considerable influence on the deformation failure characteris-
tics and mechanical behavior of the surrounding rock mass. For submarine mining in particular, if
a fractured zone in which water is flowing is formed between the goaf and the overlying strata, it
will result in a devastating disaster in the mine. Therefore, it is of great significance to understand
the deformation and failure law of fractured surrounding rock. Based on field investigation and
the self-developed Y-Mat finite-discrete element numerical calculation program, submarine mining
in the Xinli mine under three different working conditions was simulated. The research results
showed that when mining in fractured rock mass, the influence range was large, the surrounding
rock deformation was significant, and a discontinuous stress field was generated. Backfill mining
can effectively restrain the deformation failure of surrounding rock and reduce the occurrence of
penetrating fractures. Moreover, the effect of backfill mining was more obvious in the fractured
surrounding rock. The fault had a barrier effect on the penetration of surrounding rock cracks, but its
effect was weakened in the fractured surrounding rock. Under the working conditions of the study
area, i.e., backfill mining in the fractured rock mass, the primary fractures in the surrounding rock
were destroyed first, followed by the intact rock mass between the cracks. It was possible for the
fractures to run through the overlying strata. Double subsidence centers developed on the surface
and the reflection of deformation on the surface showed obvious hysteresis. These research results
can provide a reference for mining stability evaluation and disaster prevention in the study area.

Keywords: submarine mining; Y-Mat program; surrounding rock mass failure; ground deformation

1. Introduction

Deformation failures in roadways and goafs seriously threaten the safety of mine
workers and affect mining progress. Additionally, deformation failures may also cause
ground subsidence [1–3]. As a common structural plane in rock mass, cracks play an
important role in controlling the deformation and failure of rock mass. The anisotropy
in deformation and water conductivity reflected by cracks is of great importance to the
stability and safety of underground engineering [4–6]. In order to ensure mining safety and
to reduce its influence on surface deformation, backfill mining should be adopted. Backfill
mining not only improves the mining rate, but also has a good inhibitory effect on the
movement of surrounding rock [7–9]. However, regardless of the type of filling material,
its deformation and strength parameters are smaller than those of the ore body itself. After
filling, the interaction between the surrounding rock and filling body will still cause filling
body deformation, leading to the failure of the surrounding rock [10,11]. Therefore, it is
necessary to conduct a thorough and detailed study on the deformation and failure laws of
fractured surrounding rock under filling mining conditions.

According to statistics, there are more than 100 submarine mines around the world [12].
Due to the special engineering geological conditions of submarine mining, it is impossible
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to setup rock-movement monitoring points on the surfaces of mining areas of seabed mines
because they are covered with seawater, and thus, rock movement cannot be predicted using
statistical models based on measured data. Moreover, the shapes of the metal ore bodies are
not regular; thus, it is difficult to apply the probability integral method that is typically used
in coal mine research [13,14]. With the development of computer technology, numerical
simulation methods have gradually entered the field of engineering geology [15,16]. At
present, numerical research on surrounding rock deformation and failure caused by mining
mostly use FLAC (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua), RFPA (Rock Failure Process
Analysis), UDEC (Universal Distinct Element Code), PFC (Particle Flow Code), and other
types of numerical simulation software based on FEM (Finite Element Method) and DEM
(Discrete Element Method) [17–19]. Min et al. used a large number of discrete fracture
networks based on UDEC software to achieve the numerical simulation of the mechanical
deformation of fractured rock mass at different scales [20]. Based on FLAC3D, Kang et al.
described the deformation characteristics and distribution of the stress field of a deeply
buried road, and Xing et al. investigated the deformation failure zone around roadways and
the influences of the post-failure constitutive parameters of rock mass [13,21]. Wang et al.
used RFPA to study the failure mechanism of circular tunnels in transversely isotropic
rocks [22]. Huang et al. explored the effect of a weak interlayer on the deformation failure
of a roadway based on ABAQUS and found that the weak interlayer affected the stability
of the roadway by causing asymmetrical stress and increasing the failure zones [23]. Using
PFC, Wang et al. analyzed the mechanical and crack evolution characteristics of coal-rock
under different fracture-hole conditions, and Liu et al. discussed the damage evolution law
of a horseshoe-shaped coal mine roadway [24,25].

In summary, researchers have conducted long-term investigations on the deformation
failure of surrounding rock based on numerical simulations, and some meaningful results
have been achieved. However, FEM focuses on simulating the damage inside the rock,
while DEM is good at simulating the fracture inside the rock [26,27]. Although FDEM
(Finite-Discrete Element Method) can simulate the rock mass deformation and failure
processes more accurately, it also has shortcomings in terms of computational efficiency
and destruction criteria. Moreover, according to the regularities of fracture development
obtained by field measurement and statistics, it is usually used in qualitative analysis or in
seepage calculations, while the real fracture is rarely used in simulation calculations.

Thus, on the basis of previous studies, FDEM was optimized by improving the cal-
culation method of contact force, introducing the changing rate of slip and elastic–plastic
failure criterion. A set of improved algorithms was put forward, and a program called
Y-Mat was developed in Matlab. Taking the representative fractured surrounding rock in
the Xinli submarine mine as a prototype, the Y-Mat program and detailed fracture data
were used to simulate the surrounding rock deformation and failure caused by shallow
excavation in the mining area. The influence of backfill mining and fractured surrounding
rock on goaf deformation failure, crack initiation, extension and penetration, and ground
subsidence were explored. The results provide guidance for mining in shallow orebodies
in the study area.

2. Overview of the Study Area

The Sanshandao gold mine is located in the Sanshandao village, Shandong Province,
China. It is surrounded by the Bohai sea on three sides and is only connected to the land in
the southeast, as shown in Figure 1. The Xinli mining area, which is part of the Sanshandao
gold mine, is the only undersea mine in China. Due to its special geological and structural
conditions, mining is difficult and risky. The terrain of the study area is gentle, and the
surface is mainly covered by quaternary deposits. The lithologies are composed of the
Neoarchean Jiaodong group and include granite, granodiorite, gneisserite, etc. [28,29].
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Figure 1. Engineering geological map of the Xinli mining area.

The geological structure of the mining area is dominated by fractures, and three
faults, named F1, F2, and F3, have developed. Among them, F1 is the most important
ore-controlling fault, and it is inclined to the southeast and has an average dip angle of
46◦. F1 is a compression torsional fault, with a black fault gouge that is 10–40 cm thick.
Additionally, cataclastic rock zones that are 1–10 m thick have developed on both sides of
the main section. The relationship between the three principal stresses and the depth is
obtained according to the in situ measurement results [30]:

σ1 = 0.11 + 0.0539H (1)

σ2 = 0.13 + 0.0181H (2)

σ3 = 0.08 + 0.0315H (3)

where σh,max, σh,min, and σv are the maximum horizontal stress, the minimum horizontal
stress, and the vertical stress (MPa), respectively, and H is the depth (m).

As a common structural plane in rock mass, cracks play a key role in the deformation
failure and water conductivity of surrounding rock. Therefore, it is the most important
and basic task to accurately obtain the distribution characteristics of cracks in the study
area. The cracks in the surrounding rock of shallow roadways in the Xinli mine have been
measured for many years [31,32]. According to the joint occurrence data, a strike rose
diagram and pole isopycnal map of the cracks were drawn, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 3. The pole isopycnal map.

According to Figure 2, most of the fractures strike in the NE direction, and the azimuth
distribution is discrete. The second most common direction for fractures to strike in is
the NWW direction, with an azimuth between 290◦ and 320◦. At the same time, there is
a group of dense fractures distributed at the azimuth angles of 340◦–350◦. It can be seen
from Figure 3 that there are more cracks in the second and fourth quadrants with a wide
range of inclination angles. There are little cracks in the first and third quadrants, and the
inclination angles are larger. The fractures can be divided into three sets according to the
occurrence of the main faults in the mining area. The inclination of the fractures in Set 1 is
distributed in the fourth quadrant and is related to fault F1. The inclination of the fractures
in Set 2 is distributed in the second quadrant and is related to fault F2, and the inclination
of the fractures in Set 3 is distributed in the first and third quadrants and is related to the
nearly erect fault F3.

Considering the number ratio of each set of fractures and the efficiency of the calcu-
lation program, a model with a length of 300 m and a height of 245 m was established to
include 120 fractures from Set 1, 74 fractures from Set 2, and 6 fractures from Set 3. In order
to adapt to the calculation model, the length of fractures was set as 15 m–45 m. Based on
the Monte Carlo method, the generation and display program for random cracks were
written in Matlab, as shown in Figure 4.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Y-Mat Program

FDEM is a numerical method originally proposed by Munjiza et al., but it still has
some shortcomings in the computational efficiency and the description of rock mechanical
behavior [33,34]. Therefore, the Y-Mat program was proposed, and the following aspects
were optimized:

1. The calculation efficiency of the program was increased through improving the calcu-
lation method for contact force. Most of the current contact algorithms are based on
the penalty function originally proposed by Munjiza [35]. In the calculation process, it
is necessary to calculate the boundary intersection point between the contact edge and
the target triangle, the relative position of the intersection point between the contact
edge and the midline of the triangle, and the magnitude of the potential [33,34]. In
general, there are four such intersection points between the two main contact edges
of a contact pair, which affect the computational efficiency of the program. Thus,
the contact force is calculated according to the length of the invading edge and the
potential of the invading part’s center, which simplifies the calculation process and
greatly improves the calculation efficiency [32].

2. Referring to the definition of static and dynamic loading in the laboratory, the concept
of the changing rate of slip in numerical simulation is proposed, and the calculation
method of contact tangential force considering static and dynamic friction and their
mutual conversion is introduced [36,37]; in rock mechanics tests, the rate is usually
not used as the static and dynamic conversion indices, while the strain rate is used to
judge whether rock loading is dynamic or static. The reason for this is that the values
of the static and dynamic conversion rates are random and difficult to determine, and
different sample sizes have different responses to the same rate. In the improved
model, the concept of strain rate is borrowed, and the slip rate is defined as the index
of the transformation between the dynamic and static states [32].

3. Combined with the elastoplastic deformation of rock mass and referring to the relevant
theories in FLAC, the Mohr–Coulomb constitutive model and the maximum tensile
stress criterion are introduced to correct the deformation force of the element after
yield [38]. In addition to elastic deformation, rock materials also have strong plastic
deformation characteristics. Therefore, the elastic constitutive model alone cannot
reflect the mechanical behavior of continuum [32].

The specific optimization principle and implementation method of the Y-Mat program
are referred to the reference [32] and will not be described in detail here.

3.2. Model Establishment

As shown in Figure 5, a numerical model was established to study the surrounding
rock deformation and failure caused by ore body excavation. The model consisted of three
groups: quaternary overburden, surrounding rock mass, and ore body. Among them, the
red line represented the ore-controlling fault F1, and the blue line represented the discrete
fracture network. In order to show the deformation laws of roadways and surfaces more
intuitively, five monitoring points A1–A5 were set up on the ground 50 m, 100 m, 150 m,
200 m, and 250 m away from the left boundary of the model. Monitoring points B1, B2, B3,
and B4 were placed in the center of the roof and floor and along the left and right sides of
the excavation area.

3.3. Boundary Conditions and Parameter Selection

The horizontal displacement on the two lateral boundaries of the model and the
vertical displacement on the bottom boundary were limited. The top boundary was set as
a free deformation boundary. According to the engineering geological conditions of the
study area, the parameters adopted in the model are shown in Table 1. Based on empirical
formulae (1)–(3) for in situ stress, horizontal and vertical gradient ground stress were
applied in the model. The horizontal ground stress increased gradually from top to bottom:
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the top stress was 13.16 MPa, and the gradient increment was 0.0539 MPa/m. The vertical
ground stress increased gradually from top to bottom: the top stress was 7.69 MPa, and the
gradient increment was 0.0315 MPa/m.
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Table 1. Numerical model parameters.

Type Parameter Quaternary Deposits Surrounding Rock Ore Body Backfill Fractures

Block

Elastic modulus (MPa) 0.15 5 2.1 0.5 -
Poisson’s ratio 0.16 0.20 0.19 0.15 -

Density (g·cm3) 1.75 2.70 2.71 1.90 -
Cohesion (MPa) 0.05 3.2 1.4 3.2 -

Internal friction angle (◦) 28 32.6 32 35 -
Tensile strength (MPa) 0.05 4.25 2.9 2.0 -

Surface

Cohesion (MPa) 0.05 3.2 1.4 3.2 0.014
Frictional angle (◦) 32 35 35 38 12

Sliding frictional angle (◦) 28 32.6 32 35 10
Residual frictional angle (◦) 5 10 10 5 5

Tensile strength (MPa) 0.05 4.25 2.90 2.00 0.007
Fracture energy release rate (N/m) 50 200 100 200 10

Penalty function (Pa) 7.5 × 108 5.0 × 1010 2.1 × 1010 1.0 × 109 2.5 × 109

Normal contact penalty function (Pa) 1.5 × 109 5.0 × 1010 2.1 × 1010 2.0 × 109 5.0 × 109

3.4. Test Scheme

In order to study the influence of filling and fissures on the deformation and failure of
surrounding rock, three numerical tests were designed under different working conditions.
Test scheme 1 was for backfill mining without fissures, test scheme 2 was mining with
fissures, and test scheme 3 was backfill mining with fissures. To ensure the stability of
the numerical calculations, the calculation time step was set as ∆t = 1 × 10−5. Before
the ore body was excavated, 10,000 steps were calculated, and then the plastic states and
displacements of all of the elements were cleared. After the ore body was excavated,
5000 steps were calculated, and the excavation area was filled.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Damage and Failure Process of the Surrounding Rock

Figure 6 shows the damage and failure process of surrounding rock under three
different working conditions. Overall, the new cracks induced by excavation in the intact
surrounding rock were mostly the result of shear failure and mainly developed in the
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vertical direction. Among them, the number of cracks that developed downward was large,
and the distance was far, while the number of cracks that developed upward was small, and
the distance was short, which was due to the great ground stress in the deep surrounding
rock. The deep surrounding rock was more prone to failure when the deformation space
was obtained due to excavation. Fault F1 had a certain barrier effect on the failure of
the surrounding rock. When the rock mass deformation between the goaf and the fault
was small, there was almost no fracture development in the surrounding rock on the
hanging wall, and as rock mass deformation increased, cracks gradually appeared in the
surrounding rock on the hanging wall.
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backfill mining without fissures; (b) condition of mining with fissures; and (c) condition of backfill
mining with fissures.

By comparing Figure 6a,c, it can be seen that due to the existence of primary discrete
fractures, the development law of fractures was different from that presented in the isotropic
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model, which showed that the fractures were concentrated near the excavation area. The
intact rock mass between the primary fractures was damaged and then ran through the
primary fractures. At the same time, the barrier effect of fault F1 on the surrounding rock
failure became weak. In contrast, as seen in Figure 6b,c, more new fractures developed
without backfilling, and it was easy for a large penetrating fracture to form when combined
with the primary fracture. Filling can inhibit the emergence of penetrating fractures well,
especially new small fractures near the goaf, and the failure of intact rock mass between
the shallow primary fractures. These phenomena were consistent with the conclusions of
previous research [2].

4.2. Surrounding Rock Deformation Characteristics
4.2.1. Ground Deformation

The displacement curves of five surface monitoring points: A1, A2, A3, A4, and
A5 under three different working conditions are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen from
Figure 7a–c that the horizontal displacement of each monitoring point was not large, but
compared to that of non-filling mining, the horizontal displacement of filling mining was
only about one-third. If the calculation continued, this difference would have increased
further, indicating that filling mining has a great influence on surrounding rock deformation.
In addition, the horizontal deformation of A3 was the largest under all three conditions,
with a maximum value of about 20 cm.
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Figure 7. Displacement curves of the monitoring points on the ground. (a) Horizontal displacement
under the condition of backfill mining without fissures; (b) horizontal displacement under the
condition of mining with fissures; (c) horizontal displacement under the condition of backfill mining
with fissures; (d) vertical displacement under the condition of backfill mining without fissures;
(e) vertical displacement under the condition of mining with fissures; and (f) vertical displacement
under the condition of backfill mining with fissures.

According to Figure 7d–f, under the condition of mining without filling, the settlement
value of A3 located in the surface center of the five monitoring points was the largest,
reaching 37 cm at 150,000 steps, which was nearly three times that of those under the
other two conditions. In addition, under the three working conditions, the maximum
settlement position was different, indicating that the change in the working conditions
had little influence on the horizontal deformation center but a great influence on the
settlement center.

From Figure 7b,c,e,f, for the fractured rock mass in the early stage, the horizontal
and vertical displacement laws were basically identical under non-filling mining and
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filling mining. However, with the interaction of the surrounding rock and filling body,
ground surface deformation converged under backfilling mining, and the ground surface
deformation continued to increase under non-filling mining. Settlement will not stop until
the excavation area is completely closed or has reached a new equilibrium.

In order to show the relationship between deformation amount and deformation
position more intuitively, displacement curves of the surface monitoring points at 150,000
steps were drawn, as shown in Figure 8. In the figure, the X-axis represents the horizontal
position, 0 m represents the left boundary of the model, and 300 m represents the right
boundary of the model. It can be seen from the figure that the horizontal displacement value
is small regardless of whether there was filling or not, and the horizontal displacement
was well-restrained after filling. Compared to the horizontal displacement, the vertical
displacement was larger, which was the main factor causing surface collapse, ground
fissures, and other disasters, so more attention should be paid to it. In the model without
primary fractures, only one settlement center appeared on the surface, which was located
on the hanging wall far away from the ore body. Considering the primary fractures, when
the filling mining method was adopted, there were two settlement centers on the ground,
and when the filling mining method was not adopted, three settlement centers developed.
The location of these settlement centers may be closely related to the distribution of the
fractures in the surrounding rock, and the occurrence of these phenomena was consistent
with previous research conclusions [2,39,40].
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4.2.2. Deformation of Surrounding Rock around the Goaf

The displacement curves of four monitoring points B1, B2, B3, and B4 around the
goaf under the three different working conditions are shown in Figure 9. By comparing
Figure 9a–c, it can be seen that the horizontal displacements of the monitoring points on
the left and right sides of the goaf without filling were large. The left monitoring point,
B3, moved to the right, with a displacement of about 3.1 m, while the right monitoring
point, B4, moved to the left, with a horizontal displacement of about 4.4 m. The horizontal
displacement of the two monitoring points did not slow down, while the right point
showed a sudden increasing trend, which was influenced by fault F1. The horizontal
displacement of the monitoring points on both sides of the fractured rock mass under the
filling condition was consistent without considering the fractures; that is, the horizontal
displacement of all of the monitoring points increased at first and then tended to become
more stable due to the support of the filling body. The horizontal displacement of the right
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monitoring point, B4, was small because the surrounding rock between the right wall of the
goaf and the fault was separated from the fault, resulting in large downward displacement
under the action of gravity, so contact was made with the backfill earlier, and horizontal
deformation was inhibited.
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Figure 9. Displacement curves of the four monitoring points around the excavation area. (a) Horizon-
tal displacement under the condition of backfill mining without fissures; (b) horizontal displacement
under the condition of mining with fissures; (c) horizontal displacement under the condition of
backfill mining with fissures; (d) vertical displacement under the condition of backfill mining with-
out fissures; (e) vertical displacement under the condition of mining with fissures; and (f) vertical
displacement under the condition of backfill mining with fissures.

Comparing Figure 9d–f, it can be seen that under the non-filling condition, the roof
monitoring point, B1, and the floor monitoring point, B2, both increased first and then
slowed down. The reason for the slowing trend in the later stage was that the deformation
space was restricted. Under the filling conditions, the vertical displacements of roof moni-
toring point B1 and floor monitoring point B2 were large, and all of the monitoring points
experienced a gradual increase, a slow increase, and a stabilization process, indicating that
the filling body had played a role in restraining the deformation. Compared to the model
without fractures, the deformation values of roof monitoring point B1 and right monitoring
point B4 decreased because the broken block made contact with the filling body earlier
under the action of gravity. In addition, the deformation space of the right surrounding
rock before filling was not only the mined-out area, but also the original fractures in the
surrounding rock mass.

4.3. Surrounding Rock Stress Characteristics

The distribution of the surrounding rock’s stress field in the study area under three
different working conditions is shown in Figure 10. As can be seen from the figure, both
excavation and filling can cause changes and readjustments of the horizontal stress field.
Under the non-filling condition, the tensile stress zones near the excavation area were
obvious and extended vertically along the excavation area on the hanging wall. The
model adopting the backfilling method can greatly improve this kind of stress distribution.
Compared to the isotropic model not considering the primary fractures, the stress field
distribution in the model was obviously changed by the cracks. The stress was no longer
continuous near the cracks, and differential stress was formed. Meanwhile, the tensile
stress near the goaf decreased with backfilling, and the stress difference near the fissures
gradually disappeared.
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5. Conclusions

1. When primary fractures were not considered, the new fractures in the surrounding
rock mainly extended downward in the vertical direction, and the fault played a
barrier role to the surrounding rock failure. Filling can effectively inhibit the defor-
mation failure of surrounding rock and reduce the occurrence of penetrating cracks.
After excavation, the primary fractures of the surrounding rock were destroyed first,
followed by the intact rock mass between the cracks. When the surrounding rock with
primary fractures was excavated, the influence range was significantly enlarged. It
was possible for fractures to run through the overlying strata, and the barrier effect of
the faults on the fractures was weakened.

2. When primary fractures were not considered, the excavation caused uneven settle-
ment on the surface, and the settlement center shifted away from the fault direction
after filling. The left and right walls of the mined-out area were mainly displaced
horizontally, while the roof and floor were mainly displaced vertically. When primary
fractures were considered, multiple subsidence centers formed on the surface, and
the reflection of deformation on the surface showed obvious hysteresis. In addition to
the goaf, primary fissures also provided deformation space for the surrounding rock.
The effect of filling mining was more obvious in the fractured surrounding rock.

3. The influence of excavation and filling on the stress field of surrounding rock was
significant whether there were discrete fractures or not. A tensile stress zone was
developed around the goaf, and the local stress state of surrounding rock was changed
by means of excavation. Filling can reduce the degree of stress field change caused
by excavation, but it will always have an irreversible influence on the surrounding
rock’s stress field. When primary fractures are considered, the stress field will be
discontinuous, and the rock mass near the fractures will also have a large stress
difference. Moreover, this phenomenon gradually decreased when the excavation
area was backfilled.

There are still several limitations associated with this study. In the actual mining
process, in order to ensure the stability of surrounding rock in the mining process, the
stope is usually excavated and filled by means of layering excavation and support. The
monolithic excavation of a shallow reserved ore body considered in this paper is the most
dangerous condition. A more detailed excavation and filling model should be established
to further discuss this problem. In addition, the study of surrounding rock deformation
and failure caused by shallow excavation is only based on numerical simulation. Although
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the failure of surrounding rock can be simulated, the method is relatively simple. Relevant
physical simulation tests should be carried out, and the deformation and failure mechanism
of surrounding rock can be further discussed and improved by combining these methods
with in situ geophysical exploration and drilling.
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